Standard Gatecutters

5” Flat Faced Cutter
Part Number FF5A
Ref. Number PL550
3¼ Oz. Wgt.

6” Flat Faced Cutter
Part Number FF6A
Ref. Number PL560
4½ Oz. Wgt.

Low profile
Flat Face for flush cutting
Standard Gatecutters

7” Flat Faced Cutter
Part Number FF7A
Ref. Number PL570
7½ Oz. Wgt.

Flat Face for flush cutting

Holsters
Single and Double Clip-on Gate Cutter Holsters
Clip on Plier Sheath for gate cutters, knives, flashlights and more! Easily clips on top of pants. No belt required. Made of durable, lightweight reinforced nylon. Made in USA.

Gate Cutter Holsters with Security Flap
7” Universal Single Holder
CO12 (not shown)
Double Plier Holder CO13

CO2
7” × 3” Single Clip-on Holster

CO4
8” × 3” Double Clip-on Holster

CO13
Standard Gatecutters

6” Nipper (Rounded Back)
Part Number S6A
5 Oz. Wgt.

- Low profile
- Slightly rounded back

7” Nipper (Rounded Back)
Part Number S7A
7½ Oz. Wgt.

- Slightly rounded back
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